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Marketing the
Systems
Department

This document summarises the main manage-
ment messagesfrom Foundation Report 66, pub-
lished in October 1988. Thefull report ts available
to membersof the Butler Cox Foundation.
Most Foundation members recognise the need to
market the systems function andits services. Most
of them also recognise that they do not fully
understandthe subject and that they do not have
the necessary skills (see Figure 1). They alsorealise
that their staff do not have the right attitude. We
believe, however, that they have not recognised
the true purpose of marketing ♥ which is to
reposition the systems function within the organi-
sation. Nor have they fully recognised the com-
petitive threats to their existing role. Our survey
of members suggests that only a small proportion
are alert to these threats (see Figure 2 overleaf).

There is a real need to market
the systems function
Many members believe that marketing is simply
about promotion,either of the use of information
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technology, or of the systems function, or both.
Several have also perceived that it is concerned
with keeping their users ♥ their customers ♥
happy. However, most have not realised that
marketing can help to change the role of the
systems departmentandits relationships with its
customers. More often than not, changes occur as
a result of major crises or organisational up-
heavals. The need consciously to plan and imple-
ment marketing activities that will change the
department☂s role in a controlled wayis recognised
too late, or even notatall.
The need for marketing also arises from the in-
creasing share of systems expenditure now made
directly by user departments. Information tech-
nology suppliers have, for some time, attempted
to bypass the systems departmentin selling first
minicomputers, and, more recently, personal com-
puters direct to user departments. Our discussions
with some of the leading computer suppliers
show that they are attempting to extend their
influence with users even further. Their pro-
fessional approach to marketing puts them in a
good position with users who are disillusioned
with the indifferent attitude of some systems
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Systems function does not understand
how to market

 

mmm 02Marketing is not acceptable

*Other included ☁no resources☂ and ☁marketing is of low priority☂
(Source: Survey of Foundation members) 
Figure 1 The main problemsfaced in marketing the systems function

The main problem is perceived to be the nonmarketing attitude of systemsstaff.
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Frequency
of mentionReasons (%)

Alert Organisation to systems services

Promote/build confidence in the
systemsfunction

Position role of the systems function
to whatit should be

_ Compete with other suppliers 10 mm 0.2

Maintain/extendTole of the systems
function :

(Source: Survey of Foundation meMEETS) 
Figure 2 Systems department☂s reasons for marketingitself

Foundation members market to promote rather than compete or expand.
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staff. The ultimate threatis for a facilities;manage-
ment companyto displace the systems department
completely.
At the sametime, systems users are becomingin-
creasingly sophisticated. Data processing is no
longera black art, understood only by a few tech-
nocrats. User departments☂ confidencein planning
and acquiring their own systemsis steadily in-
creasing.

Systems directors need
a better understanding
of marketing
Even though most Foundation members acknow-
ledge they need a better understanding of market-
ing and howto apply it, we did encounter the view
that marketing the systems department☂s services
is a waste of time and money;that a good service
sells itself on its merits. We even found one
member who held that marketing the systems
function is morally suspect ♥ ☁☁evil☂☂ was the word
used. We believe, however, that this viewpoint
rests on a misunderstanding of what marketingis

 

all about. Marketing is not just a euphemism forselling, and certainly not a cover for unscrupulous
sales tactics. In fact, it is the very opposite.
Our researchplan for this project led us to studyvery carefully the body of acceptedliterature onmarketing and to consult some of the world☂sleading experts on the subject. Naturally, thesesources differ on points of detail and emphasis.But on the central issue they are unanimous.Marketing is about truly understanding the needsof groups of customers or potential customers, andshaping the products or services offered accor-dingly. In a real marketing organisation ♥ and theexperts agree that there are very few of them ♥the customeris king. The needs, the ambitions, theconvenience, and even the culture of the supplyorganisation, are completely subordinated to thoseof the customer. Who decides what a companymakesandsells? In a true marketing organisationthe answeris not the staff, not government, notindustry trends, and not even the board ofdirec-tors of the firm ♥ but the customers and theirneeds.
Wedefine marketingas ☁☁the deliberate manage-mentof the whole relationship between a supplier
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and its customers☂☂. Two consequences flow in-
escapably from this definition. The first is that any
systemsdirector who treats marketing as a minor
preoccupationis tacitly accepting that relations
withhis or her customers(the usersof the service)
will be haphazard, chaotic, and unmanaged. The
second is that there is no one in the systems
department, whether in operations, development,
technical units, or administrative support, who
doesnot share in the marketing role. Every aspect
of the work of the department has an influence
on the service provided to the customers. So
everyoneis involved.

Marketing is more than
good promotion and
happy customers
The experts describe several levels of marketing
awareness to which organisations can aspire. At
the lowest level of awareness, marketing means
having impressive sales brochures, good presen-
tations, and coloured slides. At the next level,
marketing means having pleasant sales people
who get on well with the customers.
For the systems department, both these levels
(though low in the order of sophistication) are
important. The strategic plan for the systems
departmentcan and should be an importantsales
document. But far too manyplans are 300 pages
long, full of technical details about hardware and
architectures, and mostly irrelevant to the depart-
ment☂s customers. And far too many systemsstaff
still secretly regard the customers as a nuisance
♥ essential because they can authorise projects,
but maddeningly ignorant of the ☁real☂ world of
systems. Nevertheless, we did examine some
publications that acted as excellent marketing
tools for the systems department ♥ one of them
is shown in Figure 3, which reproduces a page
from a newsletter published by ICI in Australia.
Like any goodperiodical, the key thingis the con-
tent. Layout should be clear, uncluttered and
stylish. But expensive printing is not needed ♥
and may give the wrong impression.
The aim of good marketingliterature and friend-
ly sales staff is to improve relations with the
customer. But at a slightly higher level of market-
ing sophistication (say the experts), more complex
issues arise. What, for example, is the market
position of a company?Is it a highly innovative
organisation, opening its customers☂ eyes to new
ways of meetingtheir needs? Oris it simply intent
on tracking minor variations in their needs and
responding accordingly? Figure 4 overleaf shows
how the position of a systems department in
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relation to its host organisation can vary. On the
vertical axis we show the warmth orchill of
customerrelations. Do the customerslove or hate
the department? On the horizontal axis we show
the degree of leadership versus responsiveness
that the departmentaspiresto.Is it actively seek-
ing to set the pace in development, to promote the
use of IT, to encourage the customers to be more
ambitious? Or is its market position one where
responding to expressed demandis the right aim?

Our evidence suggests two importantlessons from
this analysis. The first is that the natural point of
equilibrium on the horizontal scale ♥ the leader-
ship versus responsiveness axis ♥ depends heavily
on the culture of the host organisation. If the host
is monolithic and centrally driven, then a leader-
ship role will be sustainable.If it is devolved, with
lots of divisional autonomy,then bids for leader-
ship can easily be seen as arrogant andinsensitive.

The second lesson is that the two axes are inde-
pendent. Progress along oneaxis is not transferable
to the other. If your basic market positioning is
wrong, no amount of brochures and smiles will
 

Figure 3 Sample page from ICI Australia☂s
information centre newsletter
 

a!  1a PIRATES SCUTTLED
Wementionedina previousissueoftheTICNewsletterthedangerof breaching Australia☂s copyright laws by theunauthorised copying of computer software.
Sixteen software companies have recently committedlarge sums of money to setting up the Federation AgainstSoftware Theft (FAST). They have declared war onsoftware pirates, pledging toeradicatethem in thenextsixmonths.☁Theanti-piracy campaign will kick off with a$50,000 advertising campaign andwillbe followed by a maishotto the chief execulves of ☁Australia'stop 500compares,Teminding them that the corporate penalty for copyrightinfringementis $250,000.

Ifyou use

a

software package on aPCat workitis yourresponsibility toensurethatitis being used legitimately. Whenusing a package you are effectively agreeing toabide bythe licence agreements in force. ☁usually state that copies, otherforbackuppurposes, areexpressly forbiddenand that the package can onlybeused☁on one machine at anytime.If you suspect thatyou are notusing a legitimate copythen check

-

ifyoudonot have a manualfor the package there is achance that youare using a copy. It is in your interests to check this out.
Don't forget- itis the userofthe software, notICI, who is responsibleforitand couldface prosecution for using anillegal copy.

DON'T BE A WALLY!      
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Figure 4 Positioning of the systems function within
the host organisation

The optimum position of the systemsfunction (the point of
equilibrium) depends on its position on two axes ♥ one
represents the degree to whichit respondsto the business or
leadsit, and the other represents thestateofits relationship with
its customers.

Good customer
relationshipsee

Systems 1 2 Systems
department depariment
responds leads   
1 Is a possible point of equilibrium in a decentralised,

diversified organisation.
2 sa possible pointof equilibrium in a monopolistic, centralised

organisation.
3 Isa dangerouslackof equilibrium in a diversified organisa-

tion, and possibly dangerousin a centralised organisation
♥ leading to criticisms of inertia and introversion.

4 sa dangerouslack of equilibrium in a centralised organisa-
tion, and possibly disastrousin a decentralised structure ♥
leadingto criticisms of arrogance and technical obsession.  
 

make it right. And if your relations with the
customers are sour, havingthe right positioning will
not sweeten them.

The marketing aimsare to
define the systems function☂s
role and improve customer
relations
The most effective marketing organisations in the
systems world tacitly accept these facts oflife.
Accordingly, they pursue a twin-track policy. They
work at their market positioning through organi-
sational change, through new waysof managing
projects, and through the development of new
skills. Typical moves in such a campaign areto site
systems development staff on the customers☂
premises, to establish joint bodies of systems and
customerstaff for resource allocation and project
control, and to create or promote the role of
account managers. Thatis one track of thepolicy,
concerned with market position.
The other track is aimed at improvedrelations.
Systemsservices are what marketing expertscall

an ☁intangible☂. You cannot touch, feel, and taste
such a service before you buy it. What you buyis
essentially a promise to deliver what you need at
alater date. There is a considerable body of expert
literature on the subject of marketing intangibles,
highlighting the fact that intangibles can be much
morelike tangibles than is commonly recognised.
☜Sell the sizzle, not the sausage,☂☂ is a famous
remark about a tangible product. But☁☁I☂m Mandy,
fly me,☂☂ makes an intangible service(air transport)
tangible and glamorous.

Systems teams maketheir service tangible in all
kinds ofways ♥ the waytheydress, speak, behave,
write, and presentfeasibility studies. If marketing
really is the managementof the whole relationship
with customer,then all these outwardsigns of the
inner attitude have to be designed ♥ notleft to
chance.In this context, the assertion that systems
☁☜sell themselves☂☂ and thus require no marketing,
can be seen as naive in the extreme. Itis another
manifestation of the bad, old attitude that the
systemsfunction is somehowspecial, that the facts
of life that governtherestof the businessare held
in suspension for systems.

Fortunately, most systems directors understand
this lesson.

Recognise the competitors
and use them to best
advantage
Manyofour members nowfacestiff competition to
maintain their share of the market for systems
services. Some perceive that whatever happens,
that share will decline. One source of competition
is the customers themselves. The adventof the PC
triggered the explosion in do-it-yourself computing,
and the provision of help desks and information
centres hasfuelled its expansion. With more and
more emphasis now on ☁departmental computing☂,
the trend will gather furthermomentum. However,
the truly explosive competitive mixture comes not
from customers alone, but from the alliance of
customerswith alternative suppliers.

Facilities-management suppliers, for example,will
offer to take over the managementofpart or all of
the communications and computing facilities of the
customerorganisation. They will offerjobs to most
or all of the staff currently employedin the data
centres. Their sales messageis seductive: ☁☁While
you are the experts in making and selling cold
meats, or insurancepolicies, or motor cars, or what-
ever ♥ we are the experts in running computer
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and communicationsfacilities. Why not divide the
labour according to skill?☝☂

Relying on their undoubted expertise and the
economiesof scale inherent in their operations,
these suppliers are sometimeswilling to enter into
price and service-level agreements thatthe internal
departmentfinds very hard to match. As well as
EDS, whoreally putfacilities management on the
map,those suppliers now include computer manu-
facturers, systems houses operating in specialist
industrialniches, and (as a relative newcomer) the
systems consultancy division of at least one major
accounting firm. Facilities managementis here to
stay. As a business,it has grownrapidly in recent
years and will continueto do so.

Thepoint aboutfacilities-management vendorsis
that they take marketing very seriously. During our
research we hadaccessto internal briefing docu-
ments from several service vendors.As the relative
price of hardware declines, computer manufac-
turers are seeking to earn more and more of
their revenue from selling services. Facilities-
management contracts figure prominently in
their plans. Their marketing aims include, in many
instances, the gradual erosion of the systems
department☂s role as the supreme arbiter of
systems policy. Their staff are being trained to
encourage senior managers to exercise their own
judgement about expenditure levels, project
selection, systems strategy, and the role of the
systems department.
Thereis nothing surprising or blameworthyin these
tactics. They are the obvioustactics for any service
supplier to adopt; they would befools not to do so.
But the conclusion is obvious. Unless systems
directors arrange their own marketing policies to
best advantage ♥ and quickly ♥ then the debate
about who does what may go by default. The
interests of the systems department may suffer.
But, more importantly, the interests of the host
organisation may suffer, with second-best solutions
being adopted becausethecase for the alternative
is never properly stated.
How doesthe systems function respond to this
threat? In somecases, a siege mentality prevails.
The departmenterectspillboxes and digs trenches
aroundits territory. Every inch of groundis bitterly
contested against the invading enemy.This is the
wrong approach. Systems directors must seek not
to resist the competitive pressure, but to turn it to
their advantage. How? By ensuring that the
alternative suppliers are part of their marketing
policy, rather than the reverse, for example, by
identifying those areas where external suppliers
can work with the department to improve the
service available to its customers.
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Overcomesystemsstaff☂s
aversion to marketing
New skills are requiredif the systems department
isto runa successful marketing policy. Our survey
confirmed that few systemsstaff have any kind of
marketingbackgroundorexperience. But the main
problem is more general. The fact is that most
systemsstaff not only lack the basic approach that
marketing demands; their inbred attitudes and
beliefs are the very reverse of what is needed.
Of course, a minority of systemsstaff are natural
marketers, people who would have made excellent
brand managersif they had notgone into systems.
Such people are often good at marketing without
even recognising what they do as marketing. But
how can the rest be changed?
Training and learning have a part to play. We
certainly recommend that systems staff should
learn from their marketing colleaguesin their host
organisation. But the evidence from the best case
histories suggests that the best learning is done not
in the classroom but through action. The greatest
cultural shift has takenplace wheresenior systems
managers have set the tone for a new kind of
project work, wherethe organisationofthe systems
team and the roles of the individuals have been
radically reappraised, and wherethe key tasks
have been given to those best qualified in a
marketing sense to undertake them. Some organi-
sations have established account, or customer,
managers who play a key role in marketing the
systems function. Such managers neednot all come
from a systems background.

Plan and implement a
marketing policy
Systems directors need to take a professional
approach to planning and implementing their
marketing campaign. Planning the campaignfalls
into the four steps shown overleafin Figure 5.
Step 1: Study the market
The first step in the process is for the systems
department to understandbetter the real needs of
the different groups of its customersin the total
market, just as an independent companyseeks to
understandits customers and their needs. The total
market will include several groups of customers,
perhaps with widely differing needs.
The market analysis must be conducted with the
utmost objectivity. Survey techniques can be
useful, as a way of quantifying opinions about
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Figure 5 The main steps in market planning

Inputs Steps Outputs
  

 Users and their needs 1. Understand your
market

 

 Market segmentation
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wherepriorities lie. The aim must be to break out
of the protective isolation a systems department
can easily erect arounditself. Several of the orga-
nisations studied in the report have conducteduser
surveysto assess their current position.

Step 2: Assess the department☂s
strengths and weaknesses
The secondstep is to assess how well the systems
departmentis positioned to serve its market. The
term for such an assessmentis a SWOT analysis ♥
whatare the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats. The first aim is to determine which
parts of the market the departmentis best suited
toserve ♥ whereto play to its strengths. The second
aimis to highlight areas where performance needs
to be improved ♥ the consequences of weakness.
Acompetitor analysis is also required, concentrat-
ing on the questions shown below:

What is the competition, existing and
potential?

Are the main threats internal or external?
Is it possible to identify the main competitors?
If so, what are their respective strengths and
weaknesses?

Step 3: Determine the marketing aims
The next stepis to identify the position the systems
department should occupy ♥ to find its point of
equilibrium on the two axes shown in Figure4. But
for thefirst time, this equilibrium is sought on the
basis of evidence, not opinion.
We detected two patterns in those systems de-
partments that seemed to have been the most
successful. First, they had tended to adopt a two-
pronged approachto their marketing ♥ top-down
planning to determine and achievetheir desired
role by strategic moves, combined with bottom-up
tactical moves to improve customer relations.
Second, they adopted marketing aims related to
the relative maturity of the use of systems within
the organisation. They did not try to achieve the
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Stage Characteristics
1. Reactive applications A corporate service, develop-

developer ing and running applications
for users. No right to propose.   

 

      Initiative for applications has
migrated to the customer. The
systems department runs the
infrastructure that makes itall

☁ possible. 
Figure 6 Evolutionary stages in the marketing of the systems function

Marketing aim
Earnthe right to propose.

Marketing tool
Promote image as a systems
developer and reliable
operator. Introduce simple
recharging mechanism.    

   
Enhance the value of the
infrastructure.

Promote value of the
☁unseenservice☂, the
delivery mechanism.
Analyse prospects for
external links to customers
or to suppliers. As IT
becomes more ☁strategic☂,
☁take the chanceto make
recharging simpler. Escape
from debates about petty
cash.  

 

impossibleall in one step. The relationship between
realistic aims and maturity is shownin Figure 6.

Step 4: Plan the marketing mix
The planningprocess now turnstohowthe defined
aimsare to be met. There are four main questions
to be answered:
♥ Whatservices should be offered, and to which

groups of customers?
♥ Whatpricing policies should be adopted?
♥ What meansof delivery should be used? ,
♥ Howshould the services and systems function

be promoted?
Pricing isa sensitive and tricky area. Far too many
customersin the past have bought services ♥ or at
least believed they bought them ♥ without being
fully awareof the true price. Figure 7 shows our
guidelines for choosing a charge-out system.
In the case of services, thereis little distinction
between the actual service and its means of
delivery; in the very real sense, the serviceis its
owndelivery mechanism. In several of our case
histories (whichare detailed in the main report), the
systemsdirector signalled a change of marketing
approach bydecentralising the delivery of some
services. Sometimes, the location of project staffon
the customer☂s premisesis an important step. The
choices made should reflect the marketing aims
already established.
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Figure 7 Guidelines for choosing a charge-out
policy

The system must be cost-effective, not burdensome.

Recharges should aim to recoverfull costs over the medium term;
in the short term it may be expedientto allow the systems depart-
ment to make a small profit or loss, or toaccountfor some costs
as a corporate overhead.

Development costs should be allocated in line with risks.
Customers cannot expect fixed prices whenprojects arestill in  the investigation phases.

Promoting the systems function and its services
should be the last area to be tackled in the
marketing plan ♥ not, as is so often the case, the
first.
The evidence suggests that, in implementing the
plan, action speaks louder thanwords. The projects
that are undertaken,thewaytheyare handled,the
organisation ofcustomerinvolvement, the way top
management☂s concerns are handled ♥ all these
things are effective ways of demonstrating a
changeofrole. Just announcingsuchachangeis not
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sufficient. Tangible evidence of the changes must
also be provided.

Two majorobstacles to implementing a marketing
plan for the systems function were mentioned
earlier. The less important is the need for sys-
tems staff to learn marketing skills. The more

re

importantis to changethebasic attitudes of many
systems staff, away from their traditional anti-
marketing bias. No one doubts the difficulty of
this task in many organisations. But the evidence
of our case histories suggests that progress can
be made, given a clear lead from the systems
director.

Marketing the
Systems

Department

☜OX FOUNDATION
led 1988

  
 



Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and research
organisation, specialising in the application of information technology
within commerce, government, and industry. The company offers a wide
range ofservices both to suppliers and users of this technology.
The Butler Cox Foundation is one of the services provided by Butler Cox.
It provides the executives responsible for information systems in large
organisations with a continuous analysis of major developments in the
technology and its application.
The Foundation publishes six Research Reports each year together with a
series ofspecial PositionPapers. Theprogramme ofactivities includes a wide
range of meetings that provide Foundation members with a regular
opportunity to exchange experiences and views with their counterparts in
other large organisations.
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